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You probably know that you can double-click on the screen to zoom in on some text, but if you want to change how far you zoom, you can adjust the zoom level in your browser settings. While you can usually zoom in with a multitouch pinch, some people really like the double tap for its
simplicity, but by default it scales too far. To change that, just type in your browser settings (in the default browser, it's under the menu of the settings) and change the default zoom settings. By default it's set to average, but I prefer far away, although some may even prefer to close if you
want to get your text close and personal. You can contact Whitson Gordon, author of this post, whitson@lifehacker.com. You can also find it on Twitter, Facebook, and lurking around our #tips page. Image: GoogleUsing your Google account to subscribe to a website or app is a lot easier
than making a new account and password every time, but it's also more risky. A great alternative is to use an encrypted password manager to track your accounts (and unique passwords), but you still have to make all these accounts first. Google is looking to solve both problems with its
upcoming One Tap and Block Store features, both of which will be available on Android and online in the near future. Screenshot: Brendan Hesse (Identification on Android YouTube Video)One Tap is a new cross-platform Google account management feature that lets you create an
account for the first time you log into an app or website with a single tap on your smartphone. The Android device will ask if you want to create a new account associated with your Google account, and all you have to do is press the Continue button as (the username). That's it - without
confirming email addresses or creating passwords. One Tap uses security based on default tokens rather than passwords, but it can also use passwords if you prefer, and you can save accounts for accounts you already have. Your information syncs with your Google account, so you'll log
back with a single tap every time from any device (as long as you've logged into your Google account). The feature is slowly rolling out now, but Google users can expect to see it more often as more devices and websites support it. This setting will make it much easier to create an account
and logins, but another new Google feature, the Block Store, will help make them safer. The Block Store allows the app to create custom security markers that are used for highs, rather than storing usernames and passwords. This one stored locally on the device, although it can also be
backed up to the cloud by the user and uploaded to new devices for easy-to-go. Block Store tokens are encrypted and Google can't read them. Developers will also be able to customize the encryption method according to their apps, and the Block Store can be configured to work with
password managers as well. You'll only be able to use The Block Store in apps that support it, but it's a potentially safer way to store credentials. So, should you use these features? Personally, I wouldn't expect to completely replace encrypted password managers. Having everything to do
with your Google account means that someone has to hack only one account to potentially steal your identity. And while token security is theoretically safer than an app that stores usernames and passwords, it won't be good for you if someone gets physical access to your device. However,
I think one Tap and Block Store can bridge the gap between convenience and security for many Google users, and if they are effectively used by developers, reduce the likelihood of user credentials being stolen or leaked. If you want to send an email or text message to one of your
contacts, you will probably head to the contacts app to do so. In fact, you can connect with your friends from almost any app that gets access to them by simply clicking on their contact photo. Here's a pretty great Android feature: if you click on a contact photo, no matter what app you're on,
you can get quick access to a call, message, email, or even chat with one of your contacts. This is especially nice if, say, you send someone a text message, but decide that the message will work better in an email. All you need is two taps to open a new email without even going back to
your home screen. Check out the video above for a quick demonstration. You can contact Whitson Gordon, author of this post, whitson@lifehacker.com. You can also find it on Twitter, Facebook, and lurking around our #tips page. Click, Click brings a deferred Android 11 dual tap gesture to
almost any device. You can customize it to do things like toggling your phone flashlight or running a camera app. Click, Click works on any Android phone running Nougag or later. If you've been following Google's work on Android 11, you'll probably be familiar with the reverse touch gesture
that the company included in its early developer previews. The dual gesture of Android 11 allowed you to click on the back of the Pixel device to do things like running the phone's camera app and controlling media playback. Google then built the gesture into DP2, but deleted it with
subsequent betas. The good news is that you can add a gesture to almost any Android device thanks to XDA Developers Forum member Kieron quinn. he developed Tap, Tap, an open-air app code that adapts Google's machine learning model, built to power the gesture. Click, Click lets
you do it so that double-tapping the back of the phone will do things like switch the flashlight and take a screenshot. You can also customize it to mimic the home, back and last buttons. Android 11 double tap on any phoneThe software is compatible with ARMv8 ARMv8 Android 7.0 Nougag
and above. Provided that you have a relatively modern phone, you should be able to check the app without problems. However, it works best with the Pixel 3 XL, Pixel 4 and Pixel 4 XL. This shouldn't come as a surprise, since Google made the gesture specifically for use with its devices.
But don't let this stop trying to app out. Mishaal Rahman of XDA said he got the software to work on the Asus ROG 3 Phone and Huawei P40 Pro. Other people in the comments section of XDA said they got it working on their OnePlus and Redmi devices, too. You can download Click, Click
from XDA forums. You will need to overload the app on your Android device. If you don't know how to do it, we've covered you up. Also keep in mind that the application is in an unfinished state, with large features scheduled to arrive at a later date. Tagged: Google PixelAndroid 11 Idle click
games are a kind of weird genre in games. The mechanics are super simple. You click on the screen to create a thing or you just wait for that thing to build on your own. You update different things to make each click worth more or generate more material over the same time period. It
sounds more complicated than it really is. You basically click, wait, update, and repeat. There are actually a ton of downtime click games on your mobile phone. It was honestly difficult to bring the list to ten, but we succeeded. Here are the best downtime click games for Android. You can
also check out Naquatic Downtime click games and this is a super interesting (but old) click game if you want two more options. Price: Free to playAdVenture Capitalist is one of the most popular downtime click games on Android. It plays like a pretty typical tap game. You click on the
screen to make money and then upgrade your business to earn more money passively. It's a great game with a bunch of things to upgrade. The game scales in a satisfactory manner. You also hire employees, attract investors and get your business as profitable as possible. It's a bit smaller
than a faucet and a bit more downtime, but it's an otherwise good experience. Of course, it gets repetitive as well. AFK ArenaPrice: Free play AFL Arena is a popular game with a small number of different mechanics. Players collect different hero cards like mobile gacha RPG, play them and
then sit back and reap the rewards. There are some taper mechanics as well. This game gets a bad rap, and deservedly so, for its less than honest advertising tactics on social media. However, the game itself is actually not bad if you like this genre. Almost HeroPrice: Free to play The Hero
of the Idle Tap RPG. It's a little more active. than other idle tap games, but that's OK. Your adventure is an adventurer, even if you don't play the game. Players also get a faucet mechanic when fighting the bad guys. You get 15 heroes, various upgrades, and lots of missions to play through.
He even side quests, secret areas and other similar things. We love that it's more than just a standard idle clicker. However, those who want the easiest experience may have to look elsewhere. This game is also a freemium game. We haven't seen any problems with it, but it may matter to
you. Bitcoin BillionarePrice: Free playBitcoin Billionaire saw a lot of popularity when Bitcoin was big news. Fortunately, it's still a good downtime clicker. It works like most other games. You start small with a bunch of clicks and slowly move into the idle part with various updates. You spend
money on investments (updates) and try to get that number as high as possible. The game also has achievements, various bonuses, and you can even take pets (or robots). Noodlecake Studios has done well with this, but there's not much else to talk about. Clickpocalypse IIPrice: Free
(with ads) Clickpocalypse II has less polished graphics, but this is one of the best downtime click games we've played during testing. Players create a party of heroes to explore all the different dungeons and kill many, many bad guys. You can also find items, upgrade your abilities, and earn
different achievements. Of course, your characters can learn a bunch of abilities too. You raid the dungeons and each of them has a chance of loot. The graphics won't win any rewards, but the game is a little more complicated than most clicker games. This one is completely free with
advertising. We would like a way to remove these ads, but this is otherwise a great game for those who can't stand the freemium model. Biscuits, IncPrice: Free PlayCookies Inc is another popular downtime click game, but this one has a bunch of cookies. Players click to make and collect
cookies. Cookies give you the money you use to upgrade your business to generate more cookies and therefore more money. There are bonuses in the form of special bakeries and the ability to temporarily earn a lot more money all at once. It has a great and amazing theme, but in practice
it plays like most idle tap games. It also comes with social elements, so you can play with friends, offline support, and there's even an automatic clicker feature as a special ability. There is actually a way to get $50 million in the first three minutes. We didn't, but you can! Egg, IncPrice: Free
to playEgg. Inc is another very popular downtime click game. Many fans of this genre know about it. You start a farm, click to generate some profit and then build a farm for profit when downtime. you can hire employees to move things together faster and it More modeling elements than
many downtime click games. There are also missions, achievements of Google Play Games, leaders, and there are even some modern augmented reality features. This one is definitely to the top of this genre. He gets the gets over time though, but this is true for most idle games. Griddie
IslandsPrice: Free to playGriddie Island is one of the new downtime games on the list. This one has a minor strategy element as well. You put Griddies on the island and they generate money so you can buy more islands. You merge the same griddies level into a higher level of them and
continue along the way until you have everything unlocked. This one is good enough. It had some release day issues and the Google Play rating had not recovered at the time of writing. However, in addition to being quite short, it is a worthy entrant in the category of idle games. Idle
MafiaPrice: Free play Idle Mafia is another new downtime game with some solid mechanics. You start your own crime syndicate and the game involves several paths to the top of the crime world. You can do things like take protective channels or fight on the streets. There are different
businesses to generate passive income, so you always grow more powerful. We like this one because the developers have added more material to the updates and we hope they continue this model to keep the game fresh for the players. Some people experience some mistakes here and



there, but this is otherwise very good. Idle Miner TycoonPrice: Free playIdle Miner Tycoon has more Google Play reviews than any other downtime crane game on this list. This is your pretty standard downtime game. You start with nothing, click for a while, update your stuff, and earn tons
of stuff while it's idle. Players can hire managers to move things forward, explore more than 20 mines, and you can mine over 15 different resources, each with its own value. The game supports offline play, has decent graphics, simple controls, and we have not seen any unreasonable
errors. It's a free game, but it's kind of typical of this genre. We can understand why this is one of the most popular downtime click games. Try these too!15 best Android strategy games15 best survival games for AndroidMasketeers: Idle FellPrice: Free to playMasketeers: Idle dropped is an
idle game with some RPG and light goach mechanics. The main game cycle of the game is solved by downtime. You have a group of heroes who are fighting against the bad guys to constantly generate resources. You can upgrade your heroes, change your equipment, and chain the balls
to make them do a lot more harm. The way to update gets a little more complicated later without real money, but it is possible with a little patience. This is good for people who want to get away from the tycoon style of downtime games in favor of something a little different. Om Nom:
MergePrice: Free to playOm Nom: Merge the latest game from Tsepto Labs, the developers of the popular Cut the Rope series. Om Nom: Merge takes the adorable Cut Rope monster, Om Nom, and appears it in a idle click game. Players eat fruit to get coins. These coins go to buy
creatures. You combine the creatures together to creatures capable of eating even more fruit. The process increases your profit per minute and it scales from there. This cute and surprisingly competent entrant in the genre and cute monsters make it family-friendly as well. Penguin IslePrice:
FreePenguin Island is one of the most relaxing downtime games on the list. You start by creating habitat for your penguin and collect more penguins and other animals as you play. The mechanics are super basic, so you won't find anything too complicated here. Big draw soothing music,
relaxed play, and cute animals. Even ads are not bad, and ads are usually bad for games in this genre. It's a blow to your mind and it can be a bit boring for genre veterans, but it's definitely good for beginners. SpaceplanPrice: $2.99Spaceplan is a unique game in this genre. First, it's a
premium game without in-app purchases or ads. You get all the content in one purchase without any way to pay to get to the end of the game. It uses idle mechanics and crane mechanics to run devices in order to explore a nearby planet or space in general. The game is pretty short and it's
easy to beat in less than a week if you know what you're doing. Don't expect a ton of depth with it. The only other problem is that the developer hasn't given it an update since 2017 at the time of writing this article, so if you find an error, there's a good chance that it won't be fixed. Tower
HeroPrice: Free to playTower Hero is a bit of a wildcard on this list. Players click to destroy the monsters. Then you fill the dungeon with up to 100 heroes. Each new hero and piece of equipment deals more damage to the monsters. There is a lot like about this. The ads aren't that bad. We
counted one banner ad, and video ads are launched by players. Scaling is as good as a looted and reward system. There is an element of social ranking and because it is a freemium game, top tier players are usually not free to play players. Otherwise, this one is a fun little tapper. If we
missed any great downtime click games for mobile devices, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Lists!
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